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ABSTRACT
This paper will present the design of a network used to receive and record sensor data and provide voice
communications between a flight controller and the pilot of an aircraft undergoing flight testing in remote
areas. The network utilizes a completely self-contained mobile tracking subsystem to receive and relay
the sensor data and cockpit voice in real-time over a geostationary satellite. In addition to the aircraft
tracking and data/voice relay functions, the system also provides local data recording at the mobile station,
telephone and intercom connectivity between the mobile station and the control center, and remote
equipment setup via the satellite link.
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INTRODUCTION
Beginning in the late ‘90s, rigorous flight test demands at Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LMAero) in Ft.
Worth, Texas produced a need to conduct flight test missions that, due to safety concerns, could not be
performed in the greater Ft. Worth vicinity. The problem at hand was how to conduct remote missions
without incurring extremely high fixed costs. Options that LMAero considered during their evaluation
process included: 1) moving the existing flight test center to a more remote facility, 2) utilizing a military
test range for flight testing requirements, and 3) microwave linking data back to the Ft. Worth flight test
center. Upon evaluation of these options it was found that the cost of implementation was excessive, and
would not allow for the flexibility to conduct flight tests at multiple remote locations. After considerable
research, LMAero decided that a telemetry data and satellite backhaul system would economically meet
their needs. This system would allow them to receive telemetry data at a remote location and relay the
data via satellite to the LMAero flight test facility in near real time without confining LMAero to one
specific location for conducting remote test flights. The system could also allow for real time
communications between the flight controllers in Ft. Worth and the aircraft, no matter what the distance
between the aircraft and flight test facility. LMAero selected ViaSat to supply the hardware and software
o implement the new network.

By utilizing a custom built satellite news gathering (SNG) van configured with a 2.4-Meter roof mounted
satellite communications antenna subsystem, a trailer mounted 2.4-Meter telemetry and tracking antenna
subsystem, and a 4.5-Meter fixed satellite subsystem installed at the LMAero facility in Ft. Worth, ViaSat
designed a network to implement this approach. A key issue was that the satellite bandwidth would be
required for only short time durations, so LMAero turned to Immeon (a satellite services business of
ViaSat) to provide the required bandwidth on demand.
The backhaul network has now been completed, connected into LMAero’s Ft. Worth infrastructure, and
tested. It is currently contributing to the success of aircraft testing missions that could not have been
carried out using fixed assets.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
To perform the necessary flight tests on high performance military aircraft, it is necessary for the ground
based tracking antenna system to track the aircraft and provide voice communications between the flight
controller and the pilot during the testing, as well as to provide sensor data reception and recording.
LMAero’s need for this functionality led to ViaSat’s development of a unique communications network
architecture for such testing, along with the necessary hardware and software. Objectives for the project
included the design and manufacture of a mobile aircraft tracking system that would be used to record
payload data and also relay the data over a satellite link to a fixed headquarters site. Additionally, the
system was to provide real-time communications between the flight controller and the aircraft pilot. The
first such network has been produced, tested, and integrated in Fort Worth, Texas.
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY
The network architecture, illustrated in Figure 1, utilizes a completely self-contained mobile tracking and
communications system and a satellite backhaul link to/from a fixed station at the flight controller’s
location in Fort Worth.

Among the capabilities provided at the remote station are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aircraft tracking
Geostationary satellite communications
Payload data reception, recording, and relay
VHF/UHF communications between the mission director and the pilot
Telephony connectivity to the fixed station and the public network
Intercom connectivity to the fixed station
Remote equipment configuration by the Immeon Network Operations Center
Internet access
NETWORK HARDWARE

The mobile station, shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4, consists of a trailer mounted 2.4-Meter
ESCANTM tracking antenna system and a mobile communications van. The tracking system includes a
broad beam acquisition antenna with monopulse tracking capability. All electronics associated with the
remote station are housed in the van, including tracking system controls, receive equipment, satcom
terminal with 40 Watt RF transceiver, various modems and interfaces, and the VHF/UHF aircraft radio.
A 2.4-Meter satcom terminal, equipped with a GPS system and inclinometer for automatic satellite
acquisition, is on the roof of the van.
The fixed station, as shown in Figure 5, located at LMAero’s Fort Worth facility, consists of a ViaSat 4.5Meter Ku-Band antenna, a 4-Watt RF transceiver, and a set of communications and networking
equipment that compliment the equipment in the mobile station. At the fixed station, the network ties into
the LMAero TCP/IP LAN, intercom and telephone networks.
ViaSat is the supplier of both the mobile and fixed stations. The control room van, SNG antenna, and
miscellaneous additional electronics were subcontractor supplied according to ViaSat specifications.
Rack mounted telemetry equipment supplied by LMAero was installed by ViaSat in the control room van.
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Figure 1. Network Block Diagram
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DETAILS OF NETWORK FUNCTIONS
The network provides the following functions
•

Aircraft Tracking
o The mobile station includes a completely self-contained 2.4-Meter L-Band and S-Band
tracking antenna system produced by ViaSat. The tracking system acquires the aircraft at
the start of the mission and maintains lock throughout the testing.

•

Geostationary Satellite Communications
o The mobile system includes a 2.4-Meter Ku-Band SNG type satellite communications
antenna system on the roof of the mobile van.
o The satcom system provides links between the mobile van and the fixed site for various
functions described below.

•

Payload Data Handling
o Payload (Sensor) Data Reception. The mobile station includes telemetry receivers,
diversity combiners, bit synchronizers, and data recorders. Polarization diversity
(RHC/LHC) reception for two carriers is implemented with equipment located in the
mobile station. A dual channel onboard data recorder can record the two channels locally.
o Modulation of Payload Data By Satellite Modems. The two data channels from the bit
synchronizers are connected to high-speed satellite modulators for routing over a
geostationary satellite link.
o Data Reception and Recording at the Fixed Station. At the fixed station, the payload data
is received via the satcom terminal and routed to a frame synchronizer and recorders.
o Bit Error Rate Testing. BER test systems are included at both the mobile station and the
fixed station for verification of the links. A full system test can be performed by
transmitting a test pattern from a test antenna to the tracking antenna and relaying that data
through the complete receiving subsystem and satellite backhaul system to the BER
receiver in the fixed station. This test verifies the performance of the complete system
prior to a live mission.

•

VHF/UHF Communications With Pilot
o A VHF/UHF aircraft radio supplies a voice communications link between the mobile
station and the pilot.

o Radio voice and control channels are extended via ViaSat StarWire Calypso terminals
over the geostationary satellite to/from the flight controller at the fixed location. Voice,
Push-To-Talk, and radio control functions are all routed via satellite links.
o The radio can be monitored and controlled using a PC at the fixed station, again via
satellite link.
•

Telephony Connectivity to the Fixed Station & the Public Network
o Voice communications between the mobile station and the fixed station are implemented
using ViaSat StarWire Calypso terminals.
o At the fixed station, the voice circuit is connected into the PABX, providing connectivity
to any location inside the facility or on the public network.

•

Intercom Connectivity to the Fixed Station
o Intercom communications between the mobile station and the fixed station are
implemented with both rack mounted and belt-pack systems, enabling communications
before, during, and after the mission.
o Intercom traffic is routed on the same communications channel as the telephone traffic,
using a commercial intercom-to-telephone interface
o The belt pack enables a technician at the mobile station to stand outside, observe the
aircraft, and provide the operator with helpful information during the acquisition phase.

•

On-Demand Bandwidth Assignment By Immeon
o ViaSat’s satellite services business, Immeon, is utilized to obtain bandwidth-on-demand
for the geostationary satellite links.
o Since a test mission is a short-term event, long term leasing of satellite bandwidth is not
cost effective for the aircraft testing mission. Bandwidth is therefore arranged with
Immeon in advance and equipment is configured at the fixed and mobile stations on a perusage basis.

•

Remote Equipment Configuration By Immeon NOC
o Equipment at both the mobile and fixed stations may be configured either manually by the
operator or remotely by the Immeon NOC.
o As part of their service package, Immeon maintains, at their Network Operations Center
(NOC), a StarWire network management system.

o If remote equipment configuration is to be used then, prior to a mission, the mobile station
initiates a connection with the Immeon NOC utilizing the StarWire orderwire channels.
After the connection is established, the NOC can configure the StarWire Calypso
terminals and the high-speed modems for the preassigned frequencies, etc.
•

Internet Access from Mobile Station
o High speed (256 kbps) Internet access is provided at the mobile station, enabling the
operators to access email and web resources in general.
o Web access is enabled using a demand assigned link over the ViaSat StarWire terminal.
COMMUNICATIONS VAN FEATURES

ViaSat commissioned a subcontractor to design and build the communications van on a Freightliner FL
70 frame. It carries all equipment and personnel associated with the mobile station and tows the trailer
mounted tracking antenna. Among the features of the van are the following:
•

Six floor-to-ceiling equipment racks that house all communications equipment

•

Generator & UPS adequate to power all equipment, along with a transfer switch so that
external power may be utilized when desired

•

Air conditioning and heaters

•

Kitchen area

•

Bathroom

•

Burglar alarm

•

Back-up camera

•

Large storage area separate from main operations room

TYPICAL MISSION SCENARIO
In a typical mission, the satellite time is scheduled with Immeon a week prior to the mission. The mobile
station then arrives at a selected site at least two hours prior to the beginning of the mission. At that time,
the equipment deployment and setup process is begun. The setup process consists of the following:
1. Deploy the trailer with the tracking antenna.
2. Start the power and air conditioning systems.
3. Erect the satcom antenna and peak on the satellite.

4. Turn on the StarWire, RF and other communications systems and set for the Immeon NOC
orderwire broadcast frequency.
5. Notify the Fixed station and Immeon of the status of the remote station using the telephone set
in the Van
6. Immeon sets up the high-speed modems and performs carrier line-up.
7. Complete setup of telemetry equipment and perform pre-mission checks.
8. The mission then begins with the acquisition of the test aircraft.
CONCLUSION
The mobile aircraft tracking system described in this paper has been designed, integrated and tested,
proving the feasibility of using a satellite link for real-time connectivity in flight testing activities in
remote areas. The mobile station may be deployed anywhere where satellite coverage is available,
meaning almost anywhere in the world.
Telephone and intercom communications between the mobile station and the headquarters site is enabled
as soon as the mobile station is deployed and the equipment set up. During the flight, real-time data is
relayed to the main processing and recording facilities collocated with the flight controller at the
headquarters site, as well as being recorded locally in the mobile station. Simultaneously, the network
provides voice communications between the flight controller and the pilot, enabling real-time adjustments
in the test scenario based on preceding activities and their results.
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Figure 2 . Mobile Station, Deployed For Operation

Figure 3 . Mobile Station, Configured For Transport

Figure 4. Mobile Station, On the Road

Figure 5. ViaSat 4.5-Meter Fort Worth Hub Antenna

